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The web of brine channels in sea ice is the natural habitat for many psy-
chrophilic microorganisms and influences the heat exchange between
the ocean and the atmosphere. Especially the sea ice texture depends
on the salinity and the temperature. The first structures emerging
during sea-ice formation are determined by the phase instability of the
ice-water system in the presence of salt. We apply a Ginzburg-Landau
type approach to describe the phase separation in the two-component
system (ice, salt). The free energy density involves two fields: one for
the hexagonal ice phase with low salinity, and one for the liquid wa-
ter with high salinity. From the free energy functional two coupled
partial differential equations are derived for the time evolution of the
phase field (ice) and the second field (salt). The equation of motion dif-
fers for the non-conserved order parameter (ice, whose spatial integral
may vary with time), and for the conserved chemical compounds (salt,
whose spatial integral is constant). The partial differential equations
are solved numerically in one and two dimensions.
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